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Mobilizing Immigrant-Powered 

Businesses in Norway:

An Assessment 

of Charge Incubator
Overview of Charge Incubator
Charge Incubator is a program that targets and supports
immigrant-owned

businesses.

The

program

consists

of

in-person and online incubator programs. Companies are
selected for each cohort, and programming lasts for nine
months. The program has three key components providing
value to new businesses and startups through: 


Support and training, including office space,
workshops, and community events
Hands-on advisement and business
development, including a dedicated business
developer and strategic planning sessions
Access to a professional network that can help
grow businesses and provide important contacts
in Norwegian society.

Methodology
This assessment covers a three year period from 2017 to 2020. During this time, 35 companies participated in the
program over four cohorts. Two companies joined more than one cohort of startups. Participants came from
diverse backgrounds all over the world, and represent diverse industries and experiences.
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The survey included questions about each entrepreneur's
experience with the program on both a personal and
professional level, lessons learned, and recommendations to
Charge. See Annex 1 for an overview of the questions asked.
Interviews focused on more detailed information on how the
program made a difference or not in terms of supporting the
company's growth, providing support to new immigrants to
Norway, and contributing to community building. The interviews
also focused on more deeply understanding Charge's added
value in the Norwegian startup ecosystem and recommendations
for strengthening future programming.  



To better understand the range of results of the program, Charge
commissioned ImpactMapper to conduct an external assessment of their
programming and its outcomes. A mixed methodology was used to explore
the outcomes of the program and assess the company's progress:

Twelve interviews were conducted
with companies
Three interviews with external stakeholders in the

We received 20 responses to the survey out of a total of 35
companies. The responses are indicative of many successes and
challenges experienced, but do not encompass the experiences
of all Charge participants.

Norwegian startup ecosystem and
A survey circulated to all 35 companies through the
ImpactMapper platform

(1) ImpactReport by ImpactMapper. Researched and written by Mariana DeCastro, Sarah Jordan, Sanjukta Moorthy, Alexandra Pittman, and Glaiza Veluz.

Norwegian Startup Ecosystem and
Immigration Context
The Norwegian startup ecosystem is one of the fastest growing in the Nordics, with venture capital funding increasing significantly since 2015.2 Many
organisations and initiatives are contributing to strengthening this ecosystem, such as Innovation Norway, NAV, IMDi, NSFV, Oslo Business Region,
accelerators, incubators, events and conferences.



Oslo is considered the main startup hub in Norway and houses a significant number of accelerators and incubators. Review of 20 of these initiatives in the
city reveals how diverse accelerators and incubators are in terms of sectors of priority focus, with 12 of them being focused on specific markets. However,
very few of the accelerators target a specific audience (only three), and Charge is one of the few focused specifically on immigrant entrepreneurs.


Immigration to Norway has increased significantly since the early 1990s. Currently, immigrants represent 15% of the population (Statistic Norway, 2020) and
provides an important potential for strengthening the Norwegian economy.3,4 Some key stakeholders in the entrepreneurial ecosystem underscored that
the current debate is too focused on the negative consequences of the immigration process, instead of the positive aspects that diversity brings to the
country.


Although initiatives are in place to reinforce the integration of immigrants into Norwegian society, such as those carried out by The Directorate of
Integration and Diversity (IMDi), there are still important challenges to overcome, including full integration into the labour market. As identified by Ellen Røst
from IMDi, “The public sector has not been impressive in hiring skilled immigrants as the private sector." Indeed recent unemployment figures in Norway,
show that 9.5% of immigrants are unemployed overall, increasing 5.5% since last year in the third quarter of 2020. Immigrants made of 38.4% of the
unemployed (disportionate represented among unemployment figures in the country (3.2%).5 Moreover, research has found that one in four immigrants
feel they are overqualified for their current job, representing a social problem that should be addressed.6



Entrepreneurship is being recognised worldwide as a strategy for more fully integrating the workforce. Companies are more likely to recognise the positive
relationship between diversity and business performance, highlighted by several international studies.7 But regardless of the background, people are
struggling to thrive in today’s labour market, leading them to create their own jobs, which has been stimulated and facilitated by the startup ecosystem. This
phenomenon should be no different for immigrants.


Experts believe it can play an important role for immigrants to tap their talent, strengthen their confidence, and expand their connections, helping them to
be and feel included in Norwegian society. Some stakeholders admit, however, that there is a lack of specialised support to guide them through this process
and Charge is filling an important gap so far.
(2) In 2018, Norwegian startups raised a total of € 207.8 million, compared to € 156.1 million and € 136.4 million in 2017 and 2016, respectively. Reference: Hodgson, L. (2019, May 29). The top 13 most active
VC investors in Norwegian startups. Retrieved November 6, 2020, from https://pitchbook.com/news/articles/top-13-most-active-vc-investors-in-norwegian-startups
(3) Data refers to foreign-born immigrants. When including Norwegian-born to immigrants parents, the percentage rises to 18%.
(4) Statistic Norway. (2020, March 9). Immigrants and Norwegian-born to immigrant parents. Retrieved November 6, 2020, from https://www.ssb.no/en/befolkning/statistikker/innvbef/aar
(5) Source: https://norwaytoday.info/finance/norway-registers-sharp-increase-in-number-of-unemployed-immigrants/

(6) Source: https://www.ssb.no/en/virksomheter-foretak-og-regnskap/statistikker/etablerere
(7) For example, a report released by McKinsey&Company in January 2018 found that companies in the top quartile for ethnic/cultural diversity on their executive teams were 33% more likely to
experience above-average profitability than companies in the fourth quartile. Reference: Hunt, V., Prince, S., Dixon-Fyle, S., & Yee, L. (2018). Delivering through Diversity. McKinsey&Company. Retrieved
from https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/organization/our%20insights/delivering%20through%20diversity/delivering-through-diversity_full-report.ashx

Charge Company Overview
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Outcomes
One company was founded in 2015, two in 2017, six in 2018, five in 2019, five in 2020, and one will be founded in 2021. 

In 2019, the total amount of revenue for the 20 companies that completed the survey was $1,320,300 USD (roughly 12,072,704 NOK). In 2020, it was
$3,486,229 (roughly 31,877,764 NOK) with a median value of $3,000 (roughly 27,431 NOK).8 The most well-funded company was Noah’s Ark
Catering, where Daniel Elhomsi earned 2,000,000 NOK in 2020.9 


When asked about their annual revenue, 50% of entrepreneurs reported their revenue increased from 2019 to 2020, with a mean increase of 35,000
NOK. Only 25% of applicants expect a revenue decrease in 2020, with the remaining 25% remaining at a 0 revenue. The largest revenue increase was
from 0 NOK in 2019 to 1,000,000 NOK in 2020 by Eva AS. To contextualize these revenue changes, it is important to note that these numbers were in
spite of COVID-19.
Entrepreneurs shared a diverse set of outcomes, both at the
professional and personal levels, which emerged based on their
participation in the Charge incubator program. There was a
connection and mutual positive reinforcement between personal
and professional growth areas described in the interviews. When
these areas of growth were connected to networking opportunities,
entrepreneurs' feelings of integration and support increased as
well, leading to positive personal and professional side effects.

25%

Increase Revenue

25%

Decrease Revenue

Revenue Remained at 0

50%
(8) For the 20 companies that completed the survey. Survey responses were evenly split among men and women, with ten responses from each gender..
his is based on ImpactMapper’s assessment of participants’ gender; our survey did not explicitly ask this identifier question. The company that identified its

T

ounding date in 2015 discussed during an interview that their two business ventures are associated with Charge, and they used data from both in their

f

survey; they therefore include the date of founding of their first company in the response, though this was before they joined the first cohort in 2017. 

(9) Unfortunately, Daniel was unable to speak with our team for this evaluation.
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Professional Outcomes
Charge recognizes the diversity of different businesses and organizational types across Norway. Every aspiring entrepreneur, from locally
based catering companies such as Noah’s Ark to larger groups with international ambitions, such as The Human Aspect, are equally
welcome and encouraged to join Charge’s community, bringing unique diverse perspectives to the entrepreneurship journey. This focus on
inclusivity and diversity allows Charge to help shape Norway’s business community by fully integrating and promoting businesses from
diverse ethnic, racial, gender, and class backgrounds, while also helping aspiring business owners grow professionally and make a mark on
Norwegian society. The key professional outcomes which emerged from participation in the Charge program are below.

Professional OUTCOMES 1

Increased Business Knowledge

Helping business gain the necessary knowledge and
skills to grow their businesses and achieve their dreams
Sundus Osmun, owner of Sasu, wrote that “getting knowledge about business and how to do business” was one of the most important outcomes of
participating in Charge. This outcome of increased business knowledge was identified across entrepreneurs as a key professional outcome of the
Charge program. Many business owners praised the attention that a dedicated business developer brings to a growing business, particularly a small
business still lacking the organizational infrastructure to grow, citing areas such as human resources, fundraising, accounting, and marketing. This
outcome was well articulated by Mitchell Cua, of Norges Foods, who articulated, “[Charge] increased my technical knowledge with regards to legal,
finance and marketing in the start-up ecosystem. Micro-funding allowed me to take small risks to try new ideas. The workshops exposed me to various
organisational frameworks and IT tools.” 


This is one of the key added values Charge brings to its groups: the business acumen to implement innovative ideas and to help them grow. Charge’s
business developers meet with their dedicated company at least once a week to guide them in business, finance, strategy, and other areas where the
business owner may not have expertise. Liban Salad, owner of TropX, states, “the most significant change for me personally was gained knowledge
and skills in developing a business model, leadership and accounting.” In fact, Charge’s mentor was so useful to one organization, InMarket, that they
decided to independently contract them as an independent consultant for six months after completing the program.
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Sundus Osman: Sasu
Sasu is an app that connects customers and professional
service providers in beauty care, hair, fitness and wellness with
customers. Sundus Osman, CEO and founder of Sasu, joined
the program because she felt as though she had limited
knowledge about business. She hoped that joining the
program would not only allow her to learn more about
business, but also enable her to validate her business idea and
concepts and get additional support in these areas. Charge
helped Sasu integrate her business into Norway and provided
her with training, networking opportunities, and provided her
with contacts of key service providers. When asked about if
she would recommend Charge to a colleague or another
business, she said yes, stating, “the program is great because it
is packed with valuable tool sets and resources, and it helps
you to build a network as well as a business mindset.”

Charge has found that providing business owners with
knowledge they may not readily have access to is pertinent
for these entrepreneurs. It allows them to pursue their
dreams, take on an entrepreneurial growth-mindset, while
also integrating more deeply in Norway.

Professional OUTCOMES 2

Building Stronger Networks


Assisting business owners in uncovering and unleashing
the power of a professional network

The networking opportunities facilitated by Charge was consistently cited as one of the most valuable aspects of the program. One example of
these networking opportunities are the community-based events hosted by Charge, which are highly regarded amongst the entrepreneurs.
These events provide opportunities for members to meet each other in informal ways, expand their personal networks, and share ideas with
other entrepreneurs. 



For example, Nikol Mard from Network for Work (who was previously part of Charge’s staff) found the program useful in increasing her local
networks, as she felt it was not easy to network with Norwegians. Nikol articulated, “Norwegians are quite close...I kind of like feel a part of
Norway as a result…[because of Charge] people see the value in you, that you can do something.” Liban Salad, of TropX, also felt validated and
better integrated into Norway as a result of their participation in Charge, stating, “I gained more experience in understanding the Norwegian
business culture and increasing my professional network.”

Professional OUTCOMES 3

Scaling a Successful Idea

Helping aspiring entrepreneurs transform an idea into a
thriving business
By providing tailored support and opportunities to learn and grow, Charge helped some companies exceed their business goals and significantly grow
their businesses. One such example is Noah’s Ark, whose founder, Daniel Elhomsi scaled his business from an idea to a large catering company with
two locations.
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oah’s Ark: Daniel Elhomsi

Noah’s Ark is a refugee-led restaurant and catering business.
CEO and head chef Daniel Elhomsi moved to Norway from Syria,
and comes from a family of chefs and restaurant owners. He
created Noah’s Ark after the family’s restaurant in Tartous was
destroyed in 2013 during the civil war, bringing the culture and
cuisine of Syria to a Norweigan audience. In 2019, the business
expanded and opened a second location in Tartous, run by
Daniel’s brother. As Daniel states, “it (Noah’s Ark) was an idea,
and today I am delivering my business all around Oslo. It went
from an idea to reality.” Charge helped Noah’s Ark focus on
their goals, and better control costs and expenses. Working with
Charge, the business was able to strengthen their business
operations, finances, and increase their personal and
professional network, expanding their reach across Norway.

Providing entrepreneurs with the business skills and space to
be innovative, take risks, and grow is one of the key added
values Charge brings to its entrepreneurs.

Professional OUTCOMES 3

Building Stronger Networks


Assisting business owners in uncovering and unleashing
the power of a professional network

The networking opportunities facilitated by Charge was consistently cited as one of the most valuable aspects of the program. One example of
these networking opportunities are the community-based events hosted by Charge, which are highly regarded amongst the entrepreneurs.
These events provide opportunities for members to meet each other in informal ways, expand their personal networks, and share ideas with
other entrepreneurs. 



For example, Nikol Mard from Network for Work (who is now part of Charge’s staff) found the program useful in increasing her local networks, as
she felt it was not easy to network with Norweigians. Nikol articulated, “Norweigians are quite close...I kind of like feel a part of Norway as a
result…[because of Charge] people see the value in you, that you can do something.” Liban Salad, of TropX, also felt validated and better
integrated into Norway as a result of their participation in Charge, stating, “I gained more experience in understanding the Norwegian business
culture and increasing my professional network.”
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Jimmy Westerheim: The Human Aspect
The Human Aspect is the world’s first digital life experience
library, offering a collection of short videos from people
across the world, making human experience globally
accessible & trustworthy. The ability to effectively network
and connect people is both the heart of their organization
and an essential aspect of growing it. Although The Human
Aspect was clear about the direction they wanted to take,
they also felt they needed feedback and advice. Jimmy
Westerheim, founder and CEO of The Human Aspect,
appreciated that his ideas were both challenged on some
levels and affirmed on others. It is because of this supportive
environment that Jimmy feels “we grew stronger.” As of 2020,
The Human Aspect has users across the globe and have
become one of the largest online mentorship tools. To date,
they have increased their staff size to about 40 individuals
from various nationalities and backgrounds, increasing the
strength in their market. Many of the volunteers in the
company are immigrants (Jimmy is Norwegian), so being part
of Charge also gave the volunteers an opportunity to meet
new people and grow their personal and professional
networks. Jimmy states, “We have grown quite heavily…[and
the] quality of things have evolved very quickly.” 


Networking is especially helpful for those who just arrived in a
new country. Mitchell Chua from Norgesfoods highlights
Charge’s contribution by sharing that he was introduced “to
many different tools that have improved my workflow and
communication. Charge has also introduced me to many
experts in supporting functions such as marketing, accounting
and legal which I have found useful. Through the network of
people and mentors, I have also made contact with potential
business partners and suppliers”. 


Providing opportunities for business owners to connect and
learn from each other through community events was also
found to be a great way for entrepreneurs to share ideas,
expand their knowledge and networks, and to gain specialized
skills. In addition, Charge's involvement in hosting network
events and building bridges between entrepreneurs and other
stakeholders helps startups to expand their connections and
leverage strategic partnerships.
*Jimmy Westerheim entered the program with an immigrant co-founder who is no longer
part of the Human aspect.

P r o f e s s i o n a l O U TCO M E S 4

Increased Business Confidence and Leadership Skills
Charge provided entrepreneurs with the opportunity to uncover their skills and build the confidence necessary to become thriving
industry leaders.


Several of the entrepreneurs highlighted an increased confidence in their business abilities as a result of their participation in Charge.
Nargis Rahimi, of Ava, discussed the effects of having this increased confidence in their ability to continue to pursue their dreams and not
be held down by challenges. Nargis states, “the Charge community, in general, are all full of knowledge, expertise, and confidence, which
personally motivated me to accept any challenges and move forward with the project."



One story that stood out on how Charge increased participant’s confidence in their business abilities was Nayana Ravi of Hobbster.

N

ayana Ravi: Hobbster
Katerina Sindlarova, founder of OsloWay, which offers fun,

Charge validated Nayana Ravi’s, from Hobbster’s, skills,
abilities, and gave her back her confidence. Due to difficulties
upon immigrating to Norway, her confidence was slowly
depleting. However, participating in Charge made her
stronger and gave her the credibility she felt she needed to
seek a career in Norway. The challenges she encountered
prior to joining Charge included not knowing anyone in
Norway, difficulty getting the references necessary to obtain
a job, a language barrier, and a lack of experience. Nayana
states, “this affects you on an emotional level....your identity
is lost.” However, Charge turned things around for her by
giving her the opportunity to get out of the house and feel as
though she was doing something important. As a result of
the program, she was able to volunteer at a
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) and work as the
Chief Operating Officer (COO). Through a combination of this
experience and the increased confidence associated with it,
the program “boosted my CV” and finally, she was able to
land permanent employment.

P r o f e s s i o n a l O U TCO M E S

exciting, and non-traditional guided tours across Oslo also
notes increased confidence in her business abilities after
participating in Charge. She states, “I became more confident
and comfortable in the business environment.” This increased
confidence is a tool for business success, and a tool which
many discovered through Charge.

5

Increased Focus on Goal Attainment

Offering emerging companies the space to be
innovative, take risks, and focus on where they want
their business to go
Charge conducts competitions in an effort to motivate companies to keep growing and innovating, serving as a great incentive for its
participants. Existing companies, or entrepreneurs with strong ideas, are encouraged to develop new skills, challenge existing ideas about how
their company should operate, and to find the best solutions for their needs and their markets. 


Charge has also helped new and existing businesses evolve to adapt to the needs of their markets, and gives them the space to innovate and
grow in a way that works for them. One of the most commonly-identified traits of the program, mentioned in both the surveys and interviews, is
the special care paid to all ideas and the core values or vision of a company. In interviews, participants mentioned that they felt listened to and
cared for, and that they could allow their vision to take shape in the right way under Charge’s guidance. Daniel Elhomsi, CEO of Noah’s Ark,
articulated, “[Charge] taught me how to focus on my goals and do it in the right way with less mistakes.”

Personal Outcomes
In addition to the professional outcomes, two key personal outcomes emerged from the entrepreneurs'
narratives. These personal outcomes have proven to be vital in both entrepreneurs’ integration into
Norway and developing their businesses and pursuing their dreams.

P E R S O NA L O U T C O M E S
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Increased Sense of Integration in Norway 


Helping new entrepreneurs feel as though they are a part of Norway’s
diverse and thriving community

The most commonly discussed personal outcome in the survey data was that entrepreneurs found they were more confidence in their ability to
participate in society and make Norway their home. Mirsad Selimovic of Heartland articulated this crucial element of success, stating,
“professionals involved in Charge organisation helped me realize there are people in Norway who are willing to support me in my personal
development and to feel welcome as a part of Norwegian society.” 


Seventy-percent of participating entrepreneurs (n=14) responded that participation in the Charge incubator program helped them to integrate in
Norwegian culture, customs, and business practices. Of the remaining entrepreneurs, only 15% (n=3) responded that the program did not help
them, and the remaining 15% (n=3) did not respond to the question. Of those entrepreneurs who responded that Charge helped with their
integration, 30% (n=6) of respondents indicated that the program significantly helped them with their integration, 5% (n=1) responded that
Charge only moderately helped with their integration, and 35% (n=7) responded that Charge slightly helped with their integration.  


Although several business owners pointed out their increased professional networks, many also spoke of their increased personal connections.
In talking about how the program helped with her integration into Norway and developing the social capital for success, Nikol Mard states, “I
made new contacts that led to new professional opportunities as well as new friendships with native Norwegians.” This is an important
distinguishing feature of the program and the role Charge takes in helping new members of the business community adjust to their new home.

P E R S O NA L O U T C O M E S
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Increased Self-Confidence

Assisting business owners increased their confidence
to face the challenges of being an entrepreneur, being
aware of their self-worth, and moving forward in
achieving their goals
Several entrepreneurs noted increased self-confidence as an important outcome of the program. As one entrepreneur articulated, they now
“feel more confident to approach Norweigian companies, even if I do not speak fluent Norweigan.” This is extremely important for
entrepreneurial success because, as one business owner notes, “starting a business can be confusing and feels like walking through a labyrinth.
Add a foreign country and a language into the mix and the result is that immigrants might find it very hard to start a business.” This increased
confidence allows for rising entrepreneurs to push themselves to pursue dreams that once felt out of reach. Charge’s contribution to personal
development allows immigrants to have access to more job opportunities as they gain more confidence and in-country experience during the
program. Nayana Ravi from Hobbster is an example of this added value when referring to how Charge helped her rebuild her confidence and
gave her more credibility in seeking a career in Norway, where she now has a permanent job.
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ikol Mard: Network for Work

Network for Work connects trailing spouses (spouses who follow their partner elsewhere due to work) with professional
backgrounds to the Norwegian job market. Nikol came to Charge as a small nonprofit dependent on external funding and
grants with the goal of becoming a self-sustaining organization. Joining Charge changed the way she viewed her business. As a
result, “I gained an entrepreneurial mindset”. This new mindset resulted in her changing her business model, and rather than
continue as a nonprofit, she transitioned into a for-profit business, something that previously felt out of reach. Nikol states, “I did
not even think that I could run a business...I now have the confidence that I can run a business.” She now has an online platform
and an increased number of individuals subscribing to her business. Revenue has increased and she is looking to potentially
onboard a new teammate to help continue growing her business.

Recomend Charge to a colleague
or another company

Charge supports newly immigrated entrepreneurs on their journey to success in Norway.
Mitchell Chua, of NorgesFood, disclosed that, “upon reflection, the Charge program has
increased my motivation and courage to approach and engage new people. I am more
driven to ask for help, support and guidance and to handle any rejection without losing
motivation.”



Occurences

As one entrepreneur articulated, “It's [Charge] a great program to start with if you're new to
Norway, or don't know much about how to start a business. Without a doubt Charge is one,
if not the most, significant program for diversity and entrepreneurship in Norway.” 


The impact of Charge on the entrepreneurs who participated in the program was so great,
that an overwhelming 95% (N=19) of business owners stated that they would refer this
program to colleagues and other business owners.

19
YES

1
NO

Challenges
The following challenges were experienced by companies
and external stakeholders that Charge should address.

Challenges for
the startups

Lack of cash flow to move forward.

Lack of cash flow is a common issue for small companies and a critical one for early-stage startups. At this stage, entrepreneurs are still
validating their revenue model and product-market fit, which rarely are straight-line processes. Consequently, cash flow is often negative, and
startup runway is short. Nayana from Hobbsters reported that challenge, alerting Charge to help startups with more seed funding. Since
bootstrapping was not an option for her, she had to discontinue her business and secure a full-time job instead. Multiple entrepreneurs agreed
that one of the program's weaknesses is the lack of financial support and investment available to companies at such a critical stage. Pouria Ruhi
from Lokalii stated that "If Charge could have the financial muscle to invest in some of the startups, I honestly believe that Charge’s program
would be one of the most important impact programs in Europe and the world."

Challenges with growth and follow-on funding after the program.
Overall, entrepreneurs noted specific needs for funding after the program or support in finding investors to ensure they continue on a
sustainable growth path. Alongside capital support during the program, another commonly mentioned suggestion is that Charge should
contribute to financing startups’ growth after they leave. If Charge does not have the resources to directly provide follow-on funding, groups
would still highly value the chance to meet investors, potential partners or collaborators, or other sources of financial support.

Need for more specialised support during the program.
Multiple entrepreneurs mentioned that they felt as though the program was not specific enough and that there were not specialists in their field
to support them growing in their industry. One entrepreneur suggested that Charge could further its mission by having more specialized
support, while others mentioned that workshops should be planned more carefully, considering the specific needs of startups. Another
entrepreneur added that Charge should focus on the “low-hanging ideas they can grow” - in being clearer about their ambitions, whether that is
in finding innovative businesses, promoting diversity, or nurturing the “next Steve Jobs”. This will allow them to support groups in a more focused
way, and give new companies the mentorship they need at times of uncertainty such as during this pandemic.

Need for more visibility.
Startups shared how difficult it is to show off and get noticed, adding that Charge could champion their successes more. An anonymous
participant suggested that choosing two to three companies per year to highlight across social media for example, and sharing how the program
helped them to become successful would be a great marketing and business development tool for the companies and for Charge.

Overcoming unrealistic expectations without losing motivation.
Startups should be aware of expectations and the investment they should make in the program. Samuel from InMarket believes that future
groups joining the program should be able to “recognise what it means to be a startup: what’s expected, what’s required, and what you need to
think about”. Other members highlighted that Charge should also play a central role in aligning expectations and keeping motivation at higher
levels. They recognized the need for more events with these purposes, where external speakers and Charge alumni can present their stories,
share success cases, challenges faced and how they overcame them.

Challenges for
Charge
Closer alignment with public funding opportunities and institutions' programs.
There has been a missed opportunity for Charge to fully leverage connections and support that exists within public funding institutions. For
example, while Innovation Norway cannot directly fund some of Charge's activities due to a specific focus on innovative companies, there are
opportunities to deepen partnership around getting companies access to Innovation Norway's mentorship program and to align with their goals
for a larger public budget line in the ministries around job support and diversity. As Bård Stranheim from Innovation Norway mentioned “Charge
needs to have more of a focus on articulating their line of value to increase funding for their work” and recognized that Innovation Norway and
Charge “could have been working closer”.

Make clearer links to Charge's contributions to the Norwegian job market and role in the

Norwegian economy.

There is a need to share specific data around Charge's cohorts' economic contributions to the labor market, particularly among immigrants. It
will be important for Charge to ensure more evidence around these outcomes to leverage strategic partnerships and fundraising. Marthe
Sooholtet made it clear that Impact Startup could be a potential partner to gather evidence about the ecosystem by recognizing that her
organization "also needs to get more data about its results in the labor market" and deepen its understanding of "what role entrepreneurship
plays in the welfare state, democracy and workforce integration".

Need to address how cultural diversity shapes the entrepreneurship journey.
Like any other startup incubator, Charge faces the challenges and risks associated with entrepreneurship itself. On top of that, working with
different backgrounds and cultures adds an extra challenging ingredient to its program and goals for supporting successful entrepreneurs. For
example, understanding how different cultures engage with common problems that entrepreneurs face, such as fear of failure or things not
going as planned is critical to address.

Raising more funds for Charge’s program to grow.
One of the perceived challenges shared amongst stakeholders is Charge’s financial needs for growth and for supporting the startups’ follow-on
funding. It is critical for the future of Charge to leverage connections and secure more funding and explore diverse opportunities across the
public and private sectors. Charge could also explore more opportunities in the private sector, since companies are performing better than the
public sector in boosting talents and workforce diversity.

Charge’s Added Value
By focusing on entrepreneurship and inclusion, Charge is doing what very few are doing. 

Charge stands out for targeting immigrant-owned businesses, supporting them in their
entrepreneurial and integration journey.

It is a distinguishing strategy that carries a great potential of contributing to address immigrant integration issues on a larger scale while
fostering a more diverse business community in Norway. By doing so, Charge promotes great opportunities for innovation, economic growth
and social inclusion. This strategy is recognized as Charge’s unique value proposition to immigrants and to the country as a whole, from which
more specific added-values emerge, as presented below. As a result of Charge’s approach, companies are better prepared to introduce
innovation, scale and grow their business, as showcased by Noah’s Ark, Network for Work and The Human Aspect.

As an active supporter of immigrants, Charge has the ability to change the way society
perceives their contribution.
By supporting immigrants on their journey, Charge plays an important role as an educator of the public, turning negative perceptions about
immigration into positive ones. Bård Stranheim also recognizes that “the narrative that most Norwegians have is that most people who come to
Norway are a problem, but these startups are focusing on saying this is a high potential group. Charge should engage their brand around this
more deeply”. Embracing diversity and providing opportunities for minorities, Charge reinforces the fundamental values o
 f human rights and
social inclusion among its community and beyond.

Charge opens doors and raises visibility and the credibility of immigrant-led companies.
Marthe from Impact Startup agrees that “Charge is a clear spokesperson that gives them credibility”, while Nikol Mard from Network for Work
also mentioned that it is not easy to show what you can do without holding Norwegian references.

Charge’s program plays a central role in supporting startups to innovate and grow.
Two commonly mentioned added values were the business acumen and the professional connections that startups acquire during the program.
Charge allows them to develop a relevant set of skills and mindset to challenge their ideas, foster innovation and prepare their business for
growth. Fostering entrepreneurship, Charge raises confidence, credibility and job opportunities for immigrants. Charge’s contribution to
professional and personal development allows immigrants to have access to more job opportunities as they gain more confidence and
in-country experience during the program.

Charge contributes to the immigrants' sense of belonging and community.
Charge welcomes people from all over the world, providing a supportive and diverse environment that helps new members of society to make
Norway their home. Entrepreneurs shared how Charge makes them feel heard and cared for, both professionally and personally. Charge’s
culture and vision are also mentioned as important drivers for openness and collaboration. Nargis Rahimi from EVA finds that “the community
practices a wonderful work culture that allows everyone to work and learn together despite the individual's background.”

Charge is strengthening the Norwegian

startup ecosystem by tapping talents before
anyone else.

There is an enormous untapped potential across the country and
Charge is focused on exploring and retaining foreign talent in the
innovation and entrepreneurship scene. As Marthe Sooholtet from
Impact Startup agrees, Charge is contributing to the strengthening of
the ecosystem by identifying and reinforcing newcomer talents and
shifting the type of jobs given to immigrants - often below their
potential. Bård Stranheim of Innovation Norway reinforces that Charge
is performing in "a blue ocean" and is doing unique work "starting early
to help people with different experiences to get out and succeed in the
startup scene". In addition, Ellen Røst of IMDi r ecognizes the importance
of retaining highly skilled immigrants for the Norwegian economy and
believes that Charge is very good at picking talent, as "they have the
ability to see gold when it is not shining". Another important
contribution to Norwegian startup ecosystem is that Charge is
“diversifying the deal flow”, as Marthe pointed out. “Charge takes an
important position in the ecosystem in terms of working with
early-stage startups”.

Recommendations
Develop a support strategy after the

program and act as an intermediary for

Align Charge's curriculum with the specific
needs of startups to provide more specialized
support.

A support strategy after the program has ended could allow startups
to continue to benefit from Charge’s guidance and connections. For
example, after startups finish the program, monthly gatherings to
create stronger ties and collaborations would help them to stabilize
and strengthen the community. Charge could also act as an active
networker to connect successful graduates with the right source of
support and funding opportunities for the first few years after leaving
the incubator. Events involving investors and potential partners, such
as pitching days, could also be an effective way to open up
opportunities for these startups.

Charge can focus on developing a more strategically targeted
curriculum, building a larger community of experts and, after the
selection process of startups, access the knowledge and people best
suited to address that cohort’s needs. In addition, there should be an
opportunity for startups to negotiate with business development
partners and select others if their services or working style are not a
match for them. Charge’s program should also reflect on offering a
broader range of workshop options so that startups can choose
sessions best suited to their needs, industry and stage of development.

Design programming around challenges that

Engage in more advocacy work for

professionally.

immigrants to access public funds.

Charge may want to reflect on addressing the personal aspects of
entrepreneurship, addressing cultural differences, fear of failure,
burnout, etc, which were mentioned as a challenge for some startups.
Charge could work on the negative and positive sides of them in order
to trigger an entrepreneurial mindset and positive grit in different
contexts.

More political pressure should be made, with Charge approaching
ministries and keeping a close relationship with governments to
influence the decision-making process and to get a larger budget line
around job support and diversity. Charge should make the best effort
to set targets with ministries and develop a long-term public tender.

follow-on funding.

entrepreneurs face personally, not only

Strengthen long-term partnerships with
corporations to sponsor startups.

Charge should seek corporate partners who would like to get on
board to sponsor startups financially. This strategy is a trend and is
already taking place in other countries in Europe and beyond.
Corporations recognize entrepreneurship as a competitive force that
should not be underestimated and are trying to capture innovation
through partnerships with accelerators and incubators and by
sponsoring dedicated startup programs in their industries. In
addition, the private sector better understands the advantages of
holding a more diverse workforce, which is another added value that
Charge could bring to them.

Introduce an evidence-based approach to

Charge's contributions to the labor market.
Charge should systematically collect data and share evidence of its
work for greater validity and reliability of its contributions to the
Norwegian labor market and diversity. This would allow Charge to be
more effective in its advocacy and fundraising work, as well as in
implementing program improvements.

integration and job advancement for

Work closely with strategic partners in the
ecosystem to increase startups access to

opportunities and networks, and increase
access to deal

flow in the startup ecosystem

.

For example, work with Innovation Norway to increase startups' access
to their mentorship program and to get ready for their funding
pipeline if an applicable and innovative fit. In addition, more alignment
should be made around Innovation Norway’s assignment related to
diversity so that they could partner in a public tender. Charge should
explore the county's role in developing the regional labor market and
grants for immigrant startups. Additionally, Charge should seek out
partnerships with early stage accelerators, such as Impact Startup or
Katapult, to create a clearer pathway for companies that are ready to
continue their startup journey to seed funding and support. This also
would help diversify deal flow in the startup ecosystem.

